WEB

Archive your web content for full
visibility into what changed and when

Why capture web content?
Website archiving is a growing necessity for a wide range of organizations. Whether in response
to a litigation event, to comply with regulations or for internal investigations, it is vital to keep
an accurate historical record of changes to your website. With Smarsh, you can allow your
organization to take full advantage of the power of the web while maintaining an audit trail and
staying compliant.

Key features

Web page
time-stamping

Automatic capture

Multiple export
and download options

Side-by-side web
page comparisons

Advanced search

Dynamic website
reconstruction
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WEB

Secure peace of mind with the compliant
capture of entire websites

Supported channels include:

How it works
Smarsh offers the most comprehensive web archiving
solution available in the market.

WWW

Complete websites or individual web pages can be captured
in their original format, providing a precise record of what
was published online as well as what was changed at any
point in time.

Yelp

Key benefits:
Meet regulatory requirements and resolve internal policies
Capture, archive, supervise and discover all web page to meet
FINRA, SEC, FTC and other regulatory requirements and help
resolve internal disputes.

Zillow

Vimeo

Improve review effectiveness
Web pages are captured and rendered in your browser with
their original look and feel to assist with e-discovery and
internal investigations. Interactive elements remain functional,
and links between pages are preserved.

Pinterest

Squarespace

Maintain accurate historical information
Each archived page is time-stamped and stored, unaltered, in
its original format. Web content can be retained for as long as
necessary and exported in multiple formats to clarify anything
from HR matters to potentially fraudulent claims.
Save time with a simple onboarding and user experience
A simple, intuitive UI and set of workflows make leveraging
your historical web content fast and effective.
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